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Two New Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Announces
Two New Archery Books!

Do you know new adult archers or
archers who are struggling?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for archers struggling with why they aren’t
better than they think they should be. Written with
more than a touch of humor, the first half of the book
points out common barriers to becoming a good
archer, along with what you can do about losing those
bad behaviors.
The second part of the book addresses the primary reason so many archers suck instead of excel: they
have no mental program or, at best, they have a weak
one. Included are instructions on how to create your
own killer mental program, along with provisions for
what to do when things go wrong and when they go
more right than expected.
Buy a copy for a friend because you, obviously,
don’t need this book!
Finally, adults getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Why should the kids have all of the fun? Everything adult beginners want to know is covered, like:
• How to get started
• How to get coached
• How to find and buy archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• What the styles of archery are, and
• What goes on at competitions and how to join the fun!
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and safety.
Recommend a copy of Shooting Arrows: Archery for Adult
Beginners to your adult friends who are curious about your
sport today!

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

editorial
Here We Go!
I have been working on a project
for many years and that is the creation of a professional literature for
archery coaches. Yes, yes, there are
scads of books on how to shoot,
how to tune equipment, etc. but
until recently there was almost
nothing on how to coach archery.
I am please to announce that
the first book in the new WAF
Coaching Library, Larry Wise on
Coaching Archery, will be out this
Fall. Larry is almost done with the
manuscript and when we get the
art together, I can lay out that book
and publish it.
After that I have a half a dozen
books that will be coming out in
that series plus a couple more on
shooting topics. To celebrate, we
are publishing an excerpt from
Larry’s new book, which is Larry’s
take on practice while you are at a
tornament. And, interestingly
enough, he is writing this manuscript for coaches and for archers
in such a way that you can coach
yourself, so you are sure to find this
interesting.
And I think Larry’s book
would form the basis for part of
one of the larger coach certification programs.
Speaking of coach certifications,
Claudia Stevenson has an article in
this issue regarding online training
of archery instructors. This sounds
a little like online surgery instruction, a basically bad idea, but think

of this as flight school. All of of the
academic subjects can be covered
without needing more than paper
and pencil. So, all of those archery
camp instructors who missed the
training or those archery camps,
who are struggling to find a trainer, now have another option.
Tom Dorigatti is continuing
his “autobowography” in archery as
he works his way through all of the
archery equipment he has encountered in his career, nicely injected
with fun stories instead of dreary
sets of specifications (Thanks,
Tom!).
Mitch
Vaughan,
from
England, is back with a review of
the Mission Menace bow. I asked
for this review because I think
these “ultra adjustable” bows are
great starter bows and great for
archery teams, too. They can be
adjusted over very wide ranges of
draw weight and draw length with
simple tools. Can you imagine the
horror of trying to buy five compound bows for a college archery
team when you don’t know who
might be shooting them? The
answer may be with a bow that
adjusts from 12# to 50# of draw
over a wide range of draw lengths.
After a bit of a hiatus, Van
Webster of the Pasadena Roving
Archers is back with us. Since they
are renowned for their archery
programs which introduce scads of
newbies to archery, we dicussed
some of the keys to success when

running such programs and came
up with his first topic (of what I
hope will be many): working with
Volunteers.
We also have for you a number
of book reviews that got put off far
too long and I chime in on a longstanding dictum of recurve archery
coaching, namely that we must not
“overaim,” whatever that means.
Bob Ryder met another of my
“to do” list items by writing about
the new smart phone/tablet app
Coach’s Eye. This is a really cool
app and like almost all apps won’t
cost you an arm and a leg. Archers
and coaches alike are going be
downloading the heck out of this
one.
As I mentioned in the last issue
I am working on a book addressing
how coaches can introduce/teach
new topics to archers (Working
Title: Archery Coaching How To’s).
This is for beginning coaches and
coaches coaching out of their primary area (e.g. compound coach
with recurve archer). It is firmly on
the back burner now as I am working on any number of book manuscripts at this point but I hope the
delay won’t be too long. I’ll let you
know when it is available.
Oh, and the AER folks have
the issue off this time! (They get
vacations?!)
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by Editors
These books for traditional archers are not only visual delights but
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NFAA. Tom prefers to shoot in the Unlimited
Division, but has recently been learning to
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My First “Real”
Target Bow
An “Autobowography”
of the Past 55 Years
by Tom Dorigatti
In the previous articles, I spoke about my raw
beginnings with a willow stick bow and advancing, if
you want to call it that, to a semi-recurved solid fiberglass bow. I told you the “Jack Rabbit Story,” and the
“Teddy Bear Story.” I also talked about a close
encounter of the real kind with a huge mule deer buck
that I literally knocked off his feet . . . by getting a
solid hit on his antlers that I was
so intent upon ogling that I once
again didn’t pick the spot I really
wanted to hit. I talked about the
joggers that thought our bows
were harmless toys.
So now, let’s forward on to
other “advancements” with
regard to my “introduction to
target shooting” and the funny
realities along the way. I had yet to begin to know
what target archery was all about; I was still a
“bowhunter” albeit only a small game bowhunter at
best, having pulled a rookie mistake on my first
chance at a giant mule deer buck.

found the range. It was located right next to a great
fishing lake, so we figured we could do some fishing,
do some archery shooting, drink some “brewskis,” and
have a great time in the process. Little did we know
that I was going to eventually become hooked on
being out on a course shooting those paper targets,
even though I still didn’t have anything but that Bear
Grizzly “Teddy Bear killer,” and
“mule deer antler blaster.” The
course, as I remember our first
encounter with it, had paper animal targets on the bales. We were
clueless as to how to score an
animal round, but hey, the targets said, “first arrow 20 points,
second arrow 16 points, third
arrow 10 points,” so that is how
we scored it. Three arrows per target from whatever
stake we wanted to shoot from. (We had no idea that
our score was to be determined from out first scoring
arrow and only that scoring arrow.) Well, that’s what
we thought and we had a ton of fun at it, too. We did
a lot of missing the animal targets, lost some arrows,
but what a hootin’ good time we had in the process.
The next time we went up there we found these funny
looking targets with white dots on them and an all
black background. They said what distances they were
shot from, so we just shot all our arrows from those
distances for the full course; we didn’t know any better. But hey, we shot a lot of arrows for that “round”
on that day! What fun. I surmised that I could really
get into this if I had a better bow! I started talking this
archery game up to my father and he started showing

“I had yet to begin to
know what target archery
was all about; I was still a
“bowhunter” albeit only a
small game bowhunter at
best”

My First Exposure to a Real
NFAA Animal and Field Course

Fast forward to after a solid winter of practice in the
building on the campus of the University of
Wyoming. It is the late summer of 1968 (yes, after the
notorious “Teddy Bear” incident and knocking that
big mulie buck off his feet), and a friend of mine had
heard about an archery range over in Curt Gowdy
State Park, near Cheyenne, Wyoming. So, we packed
up the car and drove the back roads and eventually
6
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some interest in it as well. His interest went to the
point where he purchased a Sears recurved bow that
is still in the family today. While I don’t have any pictures of my Bear Grizzly hunting bow, I do have a
picture of my father’s Sears hunting bow (see photo
next page).
With my father’s aroused interest, he and my
mother were pondering a special surprise for me in
April, 1969. Of course at this time I didn’t have any
knowledge about this plot. This would alter the path
of my archery career for a lifetime.
Needing a New Hunting Bow

Gary and I spent the next fall, winter, and spring
shooting our bows in the building at the University of
Wyoming, and going out to chase jack rabbits and
cottontail rabbits and other small game. We were
always improving, and I was constantly in contact
with my father who also was progressing somewhat
with his Sears bow. During that winter, my wife and
I made several trips back to Rock Springs from
Laramie and my father and I would shoot a short distance in his garage. My dad knew some people in
town and he found out about an archery club that was
shooting on weekends and a couple of nights a week
in the National Guard Armory.
During Christmas Break, we were in Rock
Springs for several days
and my father and I were
able to get out shooting
with the fellas in the club.
They were shooting some
crazy “round” that I didn’t
know the name of at the
time (I later found out that
it was the 20 yard “Flint
Round”). They would
shoot four arrows at a bigger sized target and then
the next time shoot four arrows at a tiny target at a
different distance, and then back to the bigger target
at yet another distance. This was a lot of fun, and
quite the challenge. Everyone there was shooting
without sights, so while we weren’t pounding on the
middle of the targets, most of us were at least hitting
the correct target face most of the time. I remember
well, however, that at the end of the round, when the
scores were tallied up, I had the second highest score
of everyone there. That not only raised some eyebrows, but it caught the attention of my father big
time and he was glowing over this accomplishment.

This wasn’t a tournament at all and all I was trying to
do was to hit my target face as many times as possible.
I remember thinking that this target shooting
stuff could be some kind of fun. I had learned how to
score those targets and what the difference was
between a “5” and a “3” and that you only get to shoot
4 arrows at a time per target. (Remember that this was
back before we got the targets that score 5-4-3.) I
managed to grab a small supply of used targets and
some new ones from the club to take back to Laramie
for Gary and I to practice on.
The next time we shot at the University’s indoor
range, we had some “real” targets to shoot at and went
about marking the distances on the wall/floor so we
could shoot this “Flint Round” correctly. This was
really becoming fun, but there had to be a better way
of doing this game. I cannot remember our scores at
all, since we were scoring, but paying more attention
to how many hits we had on the target as opposed to
total score. We didn’t even think about competition;
this was supposed to help us to nail those cottontails,
jacks, and other small game on the first shot!
Falling on our Butts and A New Hunting Bow

The winter and spring of 1969 were pretty harsh in
Laramie, Wyoming. It seemed like we had constant
snowstorms and then the
snow would partially melt
and leave ice on the
ground and then it would
get covered with snow
again. Gary and I were
constantly slipping and
sliding and often times
would fall flat on our butts
on the sidewalks, out
hunting, or wherever. It
got to be a contest as to
who could go the longest without falling on his butt,
or, as we called it, “kissing the pavement.” I remember
that both of us fell so many times we lost count and
we seemed to always be helping each other up; all the
while both of us laughing.

“We were clueless as to how to
score an animal round, but hey,
the targets said, “first arrow 20
points, second arrow 16 points,
third arrow 10 points,” so that is
how we scored it. Three arrows
per target from whatever stake
we wanted to shoot from.”
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Huge Spring Snowstorm in Laramie, Wyoming

In late April, 1969, we had a warm, sunny day with
moderate temperatures. Early the next morning, we
awoke to a phone call from my mother-in-law, who
Continued on Next Page
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ful with it and stringing/unstringing it
was a real hassle. We tried gluing it back
into place, but nothing we tried would
hold. I needed a new bow, if I was going
to continue. So, I went down to Lou’s
Sport Shop in downtown Laramie and
after lots of contemplation and trying to
haggle a better price (I did manage to
talk Lou down a little bit), I ended up
ordering a Bear Kodiak Magnum
recurved bow for hunting. I still hadn’t
even considered a “target bow” at this
stage of my career. The Kodiak Magnum
was a short bow at 48˝ length, but it didn’t pinch my fingers and its 50# @ 28˝
draw weight was the same as my
Grizzly. As I got used to the bow, it
seemed that my accuracy improved considerably with it. Of course, I also
ordered up a dozen “matched” Port
Orford cedar arrows from Bear Archery,
too. That was my first ever set of
“matched” arrows, thanks to Lou at the
Sport Shop. They had field tips on them
for indoor practice, since hunting season
was far away for 1969. My wife was not
unhappy about the expenditure of
money for the bow and arrows, but forewarned me that practicing in the house
was not what I was to even attempt. No
more “Teddy Bear Kill Shots.” That
While not my first “target” bow, this is what my “sears” bow looked like. I’ll bet more than snowstorm and the subsequent fall on
a few of you had one of these, too.
the ice resulted in yet another expansion
and change in the path of my upcoming archery
lived in Green River.
My wife and I hadn’t been up yet and were obliv- career.
ious to the weather. I got out of bed and looked out
the window of the bedroom and couldn’t see any- Student Teaching, Spring Semester, 1969
thing; figuring that the windows were just frosted Being a Secondary Education major and intending to
over. I went out to the kitchen and saw the same teach in the public schools in Wyoming necessitated
thing. So, I went to the front door and attempted to that I perform “Student Teaching” in a school in
open the outer door outwards, and it was jammed Wyoming. I asked to have a student teaching assignshut. So, I went to the front living room window and ment in Green River, and that request was granted.
wiped it down and quickly realized that it wasn’t frost That assignment started in January, 1969 and I was to
against the window, it was snow, and the snow went teach junior high Life Science in the mornings, and
from the ground level all the way to the eaves!
then go to the high school to teach high school
I only tell the story above because it was right Chemistry in the afternoons. What a great assignafter this that, I had yet another one of those notori- ment this turned out to be. Naturally, I had my hands
ous falls. When I picked up my bow, the upper limb full with teaching responsibilities and such, but I also
on my Bear Grizzly was damaged and the fiber glass got to shoot evenings a couple of times a week over
lamination on the nock of the top limb had broken with my father’s archery club. This was really a good
loose. The bow still shot, but I had to be really care- time for this, but surprises were on the horizon.
8
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Graduation and the Big Surprise

Right after the weather cleared and the snow pack
was reduced enough to travel the old road (US
Highway 30) from Laramie to Rock Springs, my wife
and I headed home for a long weekend. When I got
to my parents’ house, my dad asked if I’d brought my
bow and if I wanted to go out in the yard to shoot. I
was always champing at the bit to shoot, so that was
an easy question to answer. He took me out in the
garage and as I was stringing up my bow, he told me
that I wouldn’t need that to shoot targets with anymore. I remember saying that it was the only bow I
had and him telling me, “Not anymore it isn’t.” He
then took a long box out and asked me to open the
box. What was in that box was my first-ever for real
target bow! It was a left-handed Bear Polar recurved
bow, complete with Bear Premier Bow Site and bristle arrow rest. I remember that it was marked at 35#
@ 28˝. I told my Dad that the arrows I had wouldn’t
work out of that bow, and he told me he had taken
care of that too. I was handed a set of custom matched
Port Orford cedar arrows with target tips on them
that were supposedly matched for the weight of that
bow. I was at first awe struck that a bow could be so
pretty. I could easily handle the poundage of the bow,
which I found felt pretty close to my Kodiak Magnum,
but didn’t really know any different so didn’t worry
about it. We quickly put on a nocking point and set
the sight for 20 yards, which didn’t take long. I had
done some reading on sights and stuff, so knew pretty much what to do there.
During my absence, my father had discovered
how to build a large target butt out of cardboard layers and had fashioned a big square target butt that
held a new FITA style face. He had looked up the
information and how to score the target and also the
distances that the target was shot from. He had also
built a target stand to hold that heavy target butt. We
loaded up the truck with the bale and target, my new
bow, and his bow and out of town we went to find a
place to shoot. I remember getting things close at 40
yards, then 60 yards, then 80 yards, and of course as
the distance increased, the misses got bigger and I
wasn’t hitting the bale all that often. When we got to
the 90 meters, I was lucky to hit the bale one out of
six times, but hey, it was the first time I’d ever shot
that bow and I’d never shot a bow that much with a
sight before either. That bow sight was moving all
over creation, and the only thing I knew was that I
was supposed to “anchor” below my chin. I was still
shooting with a Bear three-fingered glove, not knowArchery Focus

ing what a finger tab was. Those “matched arrows”
seemed to fly terrible, too, but hey, we figured it was
my release and holding too long trying to settle the
site. Oh, but yes, the “calibration of the sight problem”
started on day one! I still remember having a great
time in spite of having to chase arrows beyond the
bale all the time. My father had picked a nice sandy,
clear open area, so finding arrows wasn’t a problem
and breaking them was even less of a problem
(Whew!).
So, there I was with a brand spanking new Bear
Polar target bow, a home-made back quiver, a shooter’s glove and a dozen “matched” arrows. I was in
Seventh Heaven. At 50 yards, I wasn’t “too bad” and
would hit some golds, but mostly reds and blues. I
determined that I would get out on Sherman Hill to
that old Laramie range and practice up at 50 yards,
then move to 60 and work my way out, and that is
what I did. All the while, I was having problems with
clattering of the arrows off the bow unless I made a
perfect clean release. I didn’t know what this was all
about, but figured it had to do with the shooting glove
Continued on the Next Page
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and my release. Of course, the vertical part of my
groups was “hit or miss” too, but I finally figured
something out about head position and that helped.
This “target shooting” had a lot more to it than gap
shooting, and since I had a bow-sight, I figured that I
should be doing way better than what I did instinctive/gap shooting, but wasn’t really doing all that
much better.
Back to Curt Gowdy State Park

For the remainder of the early summer, I spent a lot
of time up on Sherman Hill trying to learn to shoot
at distances up to 60 yards. I was going to summer
school to tackle some courses I wanted to take after
graduation. And I had signed a teaching contract to
teach French and Earth Science at East Junior High
in Casper, Wyoming. I already knew they had an outdoor archery range there, but didn’t know where it
was or what it looked like. I only knew that I was
going to somehow become a part of that.
So, Gary and I did make a few trips back to the
range at Curt Gowdy State Park. We still didn’t know
how to correctly shoot or score a field round and
never ran into anyone on the range while we were
there to tell us how. Of course, back then, we couldn’t

“Google” it, and information sharing about courses
was scarce. There was a sporting goods store in
Cheyenne, Wyoming. They knew about the course at
Curt Gowdy, but nobody knew whom to get a hold of
to find out particulars about things to do with the
range. There were always targets up on the bales, usually animal targets on one part of the course and
either field or hunter faces up on the other. Thus,
Gary and I simply enjoyed ourselves while there and
once we were tuckered out, we went back home to
Laramie.
It mattered not. Another “target shooter” had
been taken in, hook, line, and sinker! I liked shooting
at long distance, and in spite of myself, I was getting
much better at it with that fancy Bear Polar target
bow! I had made up my mind that as soon as we
moved to Casper in early August, I was going to find
out about that club and their range and how to
become involved in target archery, in addition to my
continued bow hunting! For then, the lousy arrow
flight was forgotten about; I was shooting, and that
was all that seemed to matter. How things could
change within a few short months!

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair
has written about her adventures guiding herself and three boys
through the world of archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches,
equipment, tournaments, travel, and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side, although not without some
teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up a mentor, coach
(yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of her
second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything
from snow and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by
sandblasting winds while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a
great deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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by Mitchell Vaughan
The club where I do most of my coaching,
Mayflower Archers, of Billericay, Essex, have had a

Menace bow for about two years now. It is for use with
archers who wish to move from recurve to compound
shooting. Compound is not the first choice for most
British archers, but interest does seem to be increasing. In one of my e-mails to the Editor, I happened to
mention the fact that we were using one for use in
conversion from recurve to compound, and he asked
me to write an appraisal for the magazine. As it happens, the club were on the point of purchasing another sample, a left-hand version, to compliment the
right-hand one we already had. In case there were any
major changes since our initial purchase, I held off
carrying out the appraisal until the new purchase
arrived.
We have now taken delivery and I have had a
chance to make an evaluation of the two models.
Apart from the differences for left- or right-hand the
two bows look identical, so the tests I have carried out
will apply equally to both bows.
The first thing was the bow itself, it is quite light
at under three pounds and short, at 31 inches axle-toaxle.
The overall look of the bow shows its heritage
from the earlier Mathews Genesis bow (see photo at
left). It has a reasonable brace height of 7 3⁄4 inches
and the handle is approximately 1 inch reflex. Of note
also is that whilst this is a Mathews product, it is also
a twin cam bow, with two perimeter weighted cams.
Altogether it looks a sporting style of bow. The big
feature however, is the inner cam module. This is not
fixed, as on most Mathews bows, but can be rotated
around the axle, using a series of holes. Each module
is held in place with a single 1⁄8˝ Allen screw.
The holes have numbers by them, reading from
17 to 30, indicating the draw length range of the bow.
Continued on the Next Page
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This is the feature of most interest to me, as a coach.
Just extracting the Allen screw enables the cam to be
rotated to a new position to give a new draw length,
all without the need of a bow press (see photo at right).
It is essential to move top and bottom cams to the
same setting, or else the cam timing will be affected.
This makes it very easy to quickly set up the bow with
any desired draw length, within the given range, to
suit the archer under tuition.
Of further interest, is that the rotation of the
inner cam besides changing the draw length, also
changes the peak poundage of the bow. The result is
that the shorter the draw length, the lower the peak
poundage. This of course, is in contrast to many bows,
where changing draw length by rotating the inner
cam, is designed to not affect the peak draw weight.
The Owner’s Manual has a chart showing the
variation in Peak Weight with Draw Length. This is
informative, but referring back to my earlier article on
Bows for Archers with Disabilities, which would also
apply for young archers, I was interested to find out
what form the Force Draw curves would take at various draw settings. After checking, as well as I was
able, that the bow was set to manufacturer’s specification, I mounted the bow to my draw bench to establish the Force Draw characteristics of the latest bow.
Checking the plots at every one inch increment
seemed a bit excessive, so I settled for just a selection,
to gain an overall impression.

These tests showed that I achieved peak loads of
a similar order to those shown in the owner’s manual.
Any differences are, I believe, due to the lack of a
proper calibration for my system. This applied both to
when I ran checks with the limbs set to maximum and
when I relaxed the limb bolts by the specified maximum of five turns. I was however, able to take intermediate readings and then plot Force Draw curves for
each of the settings.
These plots show how the FD characteristics
change with the draw length setting.
For the shortest setting, 17, which we would
Plot 1 – Limb Bolts Fully Tight
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Plot 2 – Limb Bolts relaxed 5 Turns

probably use for a young Junior Archer, we have a
very smooth build-up to Peak, when it rolls down
gently to a generous Valley and a soft Wall. The Letoff for this is only about 60%, which would be quite
acceptable for most young archers. Each step then
builds up to a very aggressive plot at 30, with the
steepest approach, Peak being held for the longest
period, then a very sharp drop into a short Valley and
a much harder Wall. The Let-off has also increased,
but my equipment was not able to define this very
accurately. This setting would be suitable for a more
skilled archer, looking for serious performance from
the bow.
These plots show the effects of reducing Peak
loads. With the maximum now reduced the FD
curves are more relaxed, with a gentle build-up,
smoother Peak and a wider Valley.
As a matter of interest, at the end of the test period, I set the bow to approximately the draw and
poundage settings of my own Mathews Switchback
and shot some arrows through my chronograph. Set
at 27˝ of Draw, with a Peak weight of 45 lbs and using
a 296 grain field arrow, I achieved a launch speed of
234 feet per second with the Switchback and 225 feet
per second with the Menace. This was with just a basic
set-up and without any bow tuning, so I feel this is
quite acceptable.
These plots show how the bow can provide a
range of characteristics to suit a wide range of archers
Archery Focus

as they develop their technique. This makes it a very
good choice as a teaching tool for a coach or club. It
makes it an ideal first purchase for a young archer, as
the bow can be made to “grow,” with the archer. This
can also apply to adults of relatively small stature, who
will find the bow can be a great help in establishing
the most suitable draw length and poundage for
them. At the same time they will be able to shoot
competitively, their own skill being the only limiting
factor.
The one draw-back from my point of view is that
the bow is fine for shooting with a release aid, but
because of the short axle-to-axle distance, there can
be finger pinch problems for fingers shooters. This is
most noticeable at the longer draw lengths, most likely to be the choice of adult archers.
Taking all this into account, including the competitive price, this bow can provide a good entry into
compound archery for both children and adults, and
should be available in all clubs running beginner
courses.
By the way, if you are not happy with the dull
black finish of the versions our club purchased, the
bows are also available in camouflage and a range of
colours.
Mitch Vaughan
County Coach
Billericay, Essex
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Now Available!
A Complete Archery Curriculum for Your program!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com Now!
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Coach’s Eye
Technology for Archery Coaches
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
Once in a blue moon something comes along
that can change the way we do things. Right now I
would say that I have found something that is
changing the way I do things; Coach’s Eye is the single coolest coaching tool I have ever seen.
For only $4.99, only half the price of a tube of
glue, your coaching can take a leap into the 21st
Century. Coach’s Eye is an app designed to operate on
your iPad, iPhone, iPod Touch and even Android
devices with a rear facing camera running operating
system 4.0.3 or better.
As far as I’m concerned, this one app makes the
purchase of my iPad worth every penny. While you
can use it on your mobile phone, the iPad is the perfect platform and, due to its size, clearly provides the
best results. If you have an iPad, I do want to suggest
one additional purchase to make
this new tool easier to use. The
purchase I’m referring to is the
New Trent Grabbit Case for the iPad, which allows
you to comfortably hold the iPad with one hand
while videoing your students and immediately analyzing the videos right in front of them (see photo).
Many coaches have invested thousands of dollars in video cameras over the years to record the
form and progress of their student archers. Some

The New Trent Grabbit allows secure use of your iPad or other tablet.

have invested thousands more on video playback
units that had slow motion capabilities and other
special features to be able to
show their students what they
are doing and coach them to
better form.
The Coach’s Eye allows you to quickly and conveniently record your archers, then immediately play
the recording back for them. In addition, you have
the capability to analyze the video with notes and
drawings on the video right on the spot. It is great to
be able to provide immediate feedback to your

Part 11 of a Series
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archers allowing them to make changes,
be re-recorded and be able to see the new
video to see if they are on the right track.
Another feature I enjoy is to be able to
take videos of archers during a league
night without providing immediate feedback. Instead, I can take the iPad home
and analyze the videos at my leisure before
providing any feedback. When analyzing
the videos, Coach’s Eye provides a wide
variety of opportunities. The easiest of all
is to simply share the unedited video
through e-mail, messaging, Facebook,
YouTube or Twitter.
Getting Started

The first step is to select one subject from your team
whom you’ve worked with before and preferably
with whom you have mutual trust and respect
because, for a change, he will be helping you learn.
In a quiet setting, video your subject shooting from
an angle and a distance that gives you a view that
you would like to analyze. I used, as my subject,
Daniel Suter of JMU, the 2012 Collegiate World
Champion in the Men’s Compound Division. I first
took a video of Daniel as he went through the
process of finding the right anchor for the new
release he was learning to shoot. We made the mistake of commenting on what we were doing as I
took the video. I then played back the video for
Daniel and we discussed the pros and cons of the
different positions. Before I left practice, I emailed
the video to him for his personal review. After I
went home that evening I made my first attempt at
analyzing a video. I opened the app, chose Videos,
selected the Video I wanted to review, chose
Analyze from the menu, pressed the Record Button
at the top of the screen, pressed the play button and
when the video started I noticed that the talking
back and forth that Daniel and I did made it more
difficult to get a quality audio recording of the
Analysis. As a result on my next attempt, I simply
played the video to the anchor that I wanted to discuss, used the flywheel to select the frame of the
video that was perfect for comment and performed
an Analysis of my first video on a single frame. I hit
the record button, started commenting on the
anchor, drew on the video while I commented, and
hit the record button again when I was done. When
I played this recording back I decided it was a fair
16

representation of what I wanted to say and I emailed
it to Daniel.
Daniel in the meantime was so excited about the
new tool we were using that he went home and
downloaded the app for his Android phone. He then
went on YouTube, found video of Reo Wilde shooting in a World Cup competition, shot a video with
his phone from his computer screen and then
imported it into the Coach’s Eye app. Once there he
selected the video that I had sent him, selected
Analyze Video, tapped the side by side button and
then chose the video he had imported. At that point
he simply advanced each video separately till they
were at exactly the same position in the shot
sequence and then zoomed to make the images the
same size. All he had to do then was to advance each
video frame by frame to study the differences in the
movement in the process to complete the shot.
I have since discovered that if you would like to
use other videos with Coach’s Eye you can import
those recorded in certain formats (.MP4, .MOV,
.M4V or Android .3GP and .MP4) into the free
app, “Dropbox,” a file sharing app, and from there
gain access to them for analysis with Coach’s Eye.
This app has impressed me so much that I look
forward to being able to develop archers for competition at JMU in less time and with more solid
results than in the past. I will be able to maintain a
library of all of my archers as they develop while
providing each team member a copy of their own
videos. In addition, I plan to collect videos of other
top archers which I can share with my archers in a
simple email. They will be able to study them at
their leisure as the motivation hits them.
Archery Focus

The videos are so economical and so easily
shared I am also inspired to record instructions on a
variety of topics. Often I find that when I make an
instructional presentation to the team it is difficult
for everyone to see the details. Other times the team
members I really intended to reach are not in attendance for one reason or another. If I record videos of
these presentations no matter how simple, I can

place them in the team library making
them available for viewing at their convenience. When a new team member is
ready to fletch arrows, all he has to do is
pull up the video on their phone and get
instructions on how to fletch those first
arrows. If they are ready to tune their
bows they can pull up the tuning video
and make sure that they follow the right
procedures and take the steps in the right
order.
I apologize if I sound too enthusiastic
for an old guy, but this is the most exciting toy I have played with for a long, long
time.
I don’t care if you are an old coach a
young coach or just a shooter looking for an advantage, this tool is worth the trouble. Please give it a
try and let me know what you think. Feel free to
send along any hints you think that I might like to
try. You can contact me through email at bowpro1@comcast.net. I’d love to hear from you. Thank
you for listening to my thoughts. I hope to see you
on the shooting field.

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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The
Overaiming Meme
by Steve Ruis
Olympic Recurve coaches have a meme that is
considered a cardinal sin if you break it: “do not
overaim.” This admonition permeates the writing of
recurve coaches at all levels. The USA Archery Level
2 coach training manual, for example, includes a shot
sequence with one of the early steps labeled “not yet
aiming.” I think this warrants a closer examination.
Aiming

So what consititutes aiming? Is it just the act of aligning a sight aperture with a point of aim? Clearly this
is not the case. Aiming starts from the very beginning
of the shot cycle when the archer takes a stance. A
condition for accuracy is that the arrow, when
launched, must be in a vertical plane going through
the target center for it to hit the center (absent wind
effects, etc.). When an archer steps onto a shooting
line and effects a square stance,
you can see that a vertical plane
going through the arrow also
goes right across the archer’s
shoe tips. This is why we recommend a square stance to beginners, it is a natural aiming stance
in that by aligning one’s shoe tips
up with a line to the target center, one is also aligning the arrow
up with target center. If you take
a square stance and get into reasonable T-Form at full draw, you
will be aiming right down the middle. So, aiming
begins with the stance.
Later in the cycle the bow gets raised, but how far
does it get raised? What I teach my students is that it
needs to be raised to a height such that when the
draw is made and the anchor position is found, the

sight aperture is naturally centered on the gold (or
wherever the archer is aiming). Higher than that or
lower than that results in the archer having to move
the bow a substantial amount at full draw, a clear
waste of time and possibly a use of the wrong muscles. So, raising the bow is an aspect of aiming. (It has
been referred to as “pre-aiming” in the past.)
So, is this too much or too soon? Is this over aiming?
No. Here’s why.
What’s Special About Aiming

As an archer moves through her shot sequence, her
attention focuses on just one thing, actually one thing
after another, but just one thing at a time. When taking a stance she focuses on just that. When nocking
an arrow she focuses on just that. Beginners have to
focus more in that they do more
consciously, they have to check
the index vane, they have to
check that the arrow is nocked
snuggly under the top nock locator, they have to be sure the
arrow is on the rest and under
their clicker (if used). This is all
done in a trice and without conscious thought by the expert
archer, but it is done and all are
attended to.
So, all through the shot
sequence the archer’s attention is focused on one and
only one thing . . . except during the “aiming” phase.
During the aiming phase, the archer must divide her
attention between two things: the visual matching of
the aperture with target center (or point of aim) and
some aspect of her form involved in completing the

“This is why we recommend a square stance to
beginners, it is a natural
aiming stance in that by
aligning one’s shoe tips up
with the target center, one
is also aligning the arrow
up with target center.”
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shot (movement of the draw elbow, tension in the
back muscles, etc.).
This is the only time during the shot sequence
that the archer’s attention gets divided: during the
“aiming” step. The admonition to not overaim is not
helpful as it violates the coaching dictum of “tell them
how to do it right, don’t describe how they are doing
it wrong.” It also is vague and hard to understand. Just
what are the characteristics of “overaiming?”

On the next end they are to only focus only on completing their shot while aiming and not at all on their
aperture. A third end they need to divide their attention between their aperture position and finishing
their shot. This drill is based on the Goldilocks’
Principle: the first end is too much aperture focus, the
second end is too much body focus, and the third end is
“just right” or at least closer to it. Often the third end
shows a much better group than either of the other
two (as it should).

Instead . . .

Instead of this admonition, archers need to learn how
to divide their attention during that step.
One simple drill is to have them hold their bow
up in an American-style “Raise” position. I ask them
to focus on the aperture on the target and then switch
to focusing on their bow hand, then their bow arm,
then their shoulders, etc. all the
time keeping their aperture on
the target. (You must include
rests because the arms get tired
holding the bow up.) Just ask
them to move their attention and
focus around. After just a few
minutes of practice, they get
pretty good at it. Then ask them
to focus on their aperture and without losing that focus,
include their bow hand, or their bow arm, or their
shoulders, etc. Then ask them to practice doing this
(which they can do at home) with the key being able
to focus their divided attention on aperture and their
back muscles (some coaches substitute a focus on the
draw elbow for the back).
Note My piano teacher taught me this. You can’t
play different notes with both hands until each hand
has learned to play it’s notes by itself.
Another activity/drill that will enhance an
archer’s ability to divide their attention is “slow shooting.” This is just working through a shot but at a substantially slower pace than normal. Instead of a shot
requiring 6-7 seconds, it takes 30-40 seconds done
this way. The archer must also focus on what they are
supposed to be focusing on. Mindless drills may tone
the body but do not sharpen the mind. You must caution them to avoid flitting back and forth between the
two tasks (maintain sight picture, finish shot, maintain sight picture, finish shot, . . .). This is not divided
attention.
Another drill is to ask them to focus only on their
aperture position while aiming and shooting an end.

A Fine Point

When writers do address this topic (almost never
directly) they tend to mention visual focus on the
aperture, which is correct, and a visualization involving the draw elbow or scapulas as a means of making
sure execution of the shot is continuing, which is
incorrect. The power of visualizations is that they involve the
brain triggering the same muscles that will be used during the
activity visualized, so they are
great for rehearsals. But the visual cortex is being asked to do two
visual tasks in this approach,
which has to lead to some confusion. Instead, the visual focus on the aperture’s position needs to be combined with the tactile sensations
in the back or draw arm that can be associated with
correct execution.

“This is the only time
during the shot sequence
that the archer’s attention
gets divided: during the
“aiming” step.”
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But . . . Isn’t this a Form of “Multi-Tasking?

Recently psychologists have studied “multi-tasking,”
that is doing two or more tasks at once, and have
argued that this is often not what people think.
Instead of two tasks being done simultaneously, the
minds of the people doing these tasks were switching
back and forth between the two and each task thus
suffered in quality. The simultaneity was an illusion.
Examples are given such as trying to do math problems while listening to a Presidential speech and
extracting salient information. I believe they had
brain scans to back up their claim. But it is not the
case that if this is true some of the time, it is true all of
the time.
Arguments from example, how scientists explain
complex things to ordinary people like you and me,
can be opposed by counter examples, so let me offer a
few. About in third grade most American kids are
Continued on the Next Page
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presented with the task of “rubbing their stomach and
patting their head” (or is it the reverse?) from a
“friend.” At first none can do this as it seems impossible. But after a short period of practice, many can do
these two different tasks simultaneously (maybe not
so well, but practice usual stops shortly after when the
feat is first achieved). Some of these kids may grow up
to play the piano during which each of their hands is
doing something different and simultaneous, or
maybe a virtuoso rock ’n’ roll drummer who can play
complex rhythms, sometimes with different meters,
simultaneously with both hands and a foot.
To end this argument with a sports metaphor,
consider a baseball batter. He might have to track the
curved path of a ball thrown from a variety of “release
points” at near 100 mph close enough to the batter
cause significant bodily harm were he to be hit by the
pitch while swinging a baseball bat to intercept that
ball hopefully hitting it iin the opposite direction. If
they can do those tasks simultaneously, I think we can
do our task simultaneously, our target is not even
moving! All it takes is practice.
Please note, I am not refuting or rejecting the
psychologist’s research. I believe they are absolutely

correct when it comes to two simultaneous and complex conscious tasks, but the subconscious mind seems
capable of attending to a great many tasks simultaneously.
Conclusion

Perhaps it is time to bury the “overaiming” meme. It
was never particularly helpful. It is not an instruction
of “what to do” but rather “what not to do.” And I
don’t think it accurately described the issue at hand.
There was a time in the late 60’s, early 70’s when
the clicker was being adopted that a number of
archers were using it as a draw check only and would
hold for several seconds after the clicker “clicked.”
Many of these archers were taking too much time at
full draw and could be described as over aiming, but
no one is doing that now.
Coaches inherit too much stuff that has outlived
its usefulness and I think this is one of those.

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Tournament Site
Practice
by Larry Wise
This is an excerpt from Larry’s new book: Larry Wise
on Coaching Archery, coming this Fall from
Watching Arrows Fly. Ed.
I always found travel days relaxing. I guess
mostly because I had to prepare several days of lesson
plans for my substitute teacher before I left my classroom. I also had to pack clothes and equipment, complete house and yard chores and squeeze in a final bit
of practice. So, when my butt hit the airplane seat or
the car seat I could breathe a sigh of relief and think
only about the tournament.
Relaxing/chilling out was my main focus during
the travel time. As I got nearer the tournament site I
could begin thinking about the practice I was going to
do. I could reaffirm my practice day plan and relax
some more. The question for this article is, “What
constitutes a good plan?” I have some ideas that
worked for me that I’ll pass along in the following
paragraphs.
Tournament Site Practice

Once you get to the tournament location you and/or
your student will want to practice. I recommend
shooting only a half round, taking a break and then
shooting another half round. Or concentrate on doing
some starting game practice. After all, there is nothing you can do now to better prepare yourself.
Affixing an enormous amount of value on the
score of a full practice round, I always found, was
counterproductive. If I shot a full practice round really well I got to thinking about shooting a complete
and perfect round the next day instead of thinking
about shooting a smooth beginning and letting my
preparation take care of the rest. Or, if I shot a lousy
score in this practice round I was in a negative frame
of mind and over anxious for the next day. If I missed
a few shots that’s all I thought about for hours.
Archery Focus

Instead, focus on getting smooth during the two practice ends and first few scoring ends – this has real and
positive benefits for your mental attitude.
Don’t shoot too much! Some archers I know
always shoot as many practice arrows as they can the
day before the tournament. Some of them shoot two
full practice rounds or more. This dissipates that built
up nervous energy but doesn’t help you for the next
day – it may, in fact, wear you out. Having a specific
purpose for you practice is more beneficial and gets
you mentally relaxed: set your purpose and accomplish it and you’ll feel mentally and physically ready
for the next day.
Because you’ve kept a log of your practice scores
during the four weeks prior to the tournament you
know your “true” average.
• Don’t expect to shoot over your average at the
tournament. That’s unrealistic.
• Do expect to shoot equal to or very near your average. That’s realistic.
Your game is not going to take a big jump in skill
or score just because you arrived at a new location.
Yeah, you may think you’ll be more focused but don’t
forget there will be more “new” things to distract you
if you let them.
Tournament Day

The first thing I always did the morning of a tournament round was to go for a short jog or a brisk walk.
This was my way of getting my body into a more normal rhythm just like at home where I jogged and
walked as part of my exercise program. During this
time I could think about how relaxed I was feeling
and was going to feel when my time to shoot arrived.
I could also think about those first practice and scoring ends and getting smooth during them. In other
words, I prepared both my body and mind for the
Continued on the Next Page
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That first arrow for score is always a little nerve racking isn’t it? My priority in the two practice ends was always to get my body settled so that I
could shoot smooth and relaxed during the first few scoring ends. I was more concerned about how I shot the practice arrows than where they hit.

start of the tournament.
I guarantee that you and/or your student will be
nervous – I always was and still am. Experience
taught me to keep my thoughts simple and not worry
what others were thinking about me or what they
were doing. Experience taught me how my body was
going to react and how I could best prepare “me” for
the start of the round and it had nothing to do with
what others were doing, saying or thinking.
During the last thirty minutes prior to the start
you will find yourself most vulnerable to “negative
goblins.” Expect them. Recognize them. Learn to
fend them away by retreating into your learned conscious mental thought sequence and remind yourself
that nobody else has prepared as well as you have and
that your plan is the best thing for you. It just doesn’t
matter what anyone else does or thinks so focus on
getting started just like you have in practice many
times.
Start Game At the start of the round you need to
focus on what you practiced (you practiced two ends
during which you concentrate on making smoother
and smoother shots). Don’t worry where they hit –
you have to get into your “home practice” kind of feel
for each shot. You have to work on “body management” so you feel like you did in practice. When you
do this the first scoring arrows will be as smooth as
can be expected.
This is the time when you need to see yourself
shooting in practice and try to place yourself there in
your mental picture. Imagine being in your practice
venue, imagine shooting as smoothly as you do there,
running your conscious mental sequence as you execute each shot. This is your best chance for success –
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it’s not a guarantee, only your best chance. It works
most of the time and that’s all you can expect since all
of us are “only human.”
Mid-Round Shooting In the middle of the scoring
round you’ll need to remind yourself that your intensity level may fall slightly unless you protect against
that happening. Pull out your 3x5 card with your
mental thought sequence on it and read it. This will
help you chase away those extraneous thoughts that
creep in after the first few ends of scoring. It also
helps you keep you physical effort elevated so you
don’t get lazy and let your posture slump preventing
your lungs from getting full oxygen supply to your
muscles.
Don’t worry about what others may think of you
as you frequently read your 3x5 card – they have nothing to do with your game. Read the card often, stay
with your plan and make the others wish they had a
plan (remember, most of them don’t!).
End Game These ends are no different from the
others. They count the same as the others and require
the exact same physical and mental effort, no more
and no less. If it’s the first of two days, remind yourself that the final few ends will get you to half-way in
the tournament because there’s another round to
shoot tomorrow. Don’t put any extra weight on the
final few ends of the round. Read the 3x5 card and
breathe!
If it’s the last few ends of the final round then you
must remind yourself that they are worth the same as
the previous twenty ends. The effort you used to complete every end up to this point needs only to be
repeated. Nothing special has to be done; the target
will be the same size and the same distance. You have
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to repeat to yourself that what you have done thus far
in practice and in the tournament is all you need to do
at the end. Read the card, breathe, review your plan
and then execute it with the confidence that you will
use the form that got you to this point and are willing
to take whatever it gives you at the target. In other
words, shoot your form with confidence.
If you execute your final few shots with the form
you practiced you will feel that inner pride that comes
with a job well done. How can you do more? You can’t
aim harder, think harder or shoot more than perfect
shots. You can only shoot the same shot you’ve practiced over and over – that’s all that is possible for you
to do! So read the card, breathe and do it!
Post Tournament Evaluation

Well, the final shot is released and your tournament is
now officially over. Don’t evaluate it now; give it a
break for a few hours at least. It’s hard to be objective
at this point unless you’ve won so back off for awhile
before you draw any conclusions about your performance or place of finish. For now just remind yourself
that you did the best you could . . . for today!
When you do decide to make a tournament evaluation be sure to get out your written list of goals. If
you had a result goal how did you measure against it?

Keeping simple but good notes always pays dividends. You save lots of
time not repeating things you’ve already tried and you can track your
skill level as training progresses.

Did you match it or exceed it? Or did you fall short?
If you matched or exceeded your goals then you’ve
earned the right to be proud and pat yourself on the
back a time or two. Don’t forget to come back down
to earth because you have the next mesocycle to plan
and I’m sure there’s something to work on.
If you fell short of you result objective don’t feel
too down. You are not a bad person and you life will
not be in the toilet because of it! Get that stuff out of
your head immediately and get down to determining
why you fell short so you can begin planning your
next mesocycle to correct the problem and/or overcome the challenge that lies ahead. Be honest about
what the problem is and how to fix it, make your plan
and get on with it.
Now make a written plan for your next mesocycle
and set written goals for the next tournament. This is
all part of the mind game. Remember, the committed
student has a notebook with all of his/her info in it
along with goals and training plan so that nothing is
left to chance.
What About A Coach?

The training you do in the final four-to-six week mesocycle preceding
a tournament is critical to your success. The final week of this mesocycle should contain lots of scoring rounds just like in the tournament so
plan that first then plan backwards from there.
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Wouldn’t it be nice to sit down with someone who
watched you shoot and review your last tournament
performance? You bet it would. That person is called
a coach, and when the tournament is over they can be
really helpful in putting your performance into perspective. They can keep you from being too high or
too low.
A good coach cuts through the emotions surrounding the tournament conditions and results.
Such a view is essential in planning your next step so
Continued on the Next Page
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When it’s all over you have only to write the score totals. Save any evaluation of your performance or score for later. Usually the trip home is a
good time to reflect on how you did and what you have to do to get ready for the next tournament on your list.

that you don’t waste time chasing something that
wasn’t really a problem –just something you thought
was. A coach with skills related to the mental game
can help keep you in a more balanced state of mind

and that will short cut the process to reaching your
next set of goals. (I wonder if Tiger Woods has a
coach?)
Conclusion

The basic ideas presented in this article are not new
ideas by any stretch of the imagination. They are,
however, effective for those who chose to put them
into practice so your job as coach is to pass them
along to your students. You also have to motivate
them a little so they actually try them. Yeah, I know
that’s not so easy – all you can do is try.
Be sure to tell them to make revisions to what I’ve
presented if they or you think it would work better a
different way. I learned a lot by trial and error without
even so much as a hint of what to do so with a good
starting plan you and your students will be able to
make it all happen with a little less effort.
Good luck preparing for that next tournament.

Begin your training plans with a full twelve-month calendar. Mark
the tow or three most important tournaments you want to shoot and
plan backwards from each because you always know what needs to be
done the past week before the tournament.
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Volunteers
by Van Webster
Nearly all club and recreation based archery
programs are managed and run by volunteers. While
pro shops may operate their instruction programs
with a paid staff, it is the volunteer organizer, instruction, coaching and support staff that operates most
recreational and competitive archery programs.
Club organizers are almost always on the lookout
for potential volunteers to do the many tasks that
keep a program running. Recruiting and nurturing
volunteer talent is an ongoing process that is vital to
the success of a recreational and many competitive
programs. So, how does one go about building and
maintaining an all volunteer staff?
Recruiting Volunteers

The first step in attracting volunteers is to run the
best program that you can with the staff and resources
you have. People are attracted to successful programs
that offer a fun and interesting experience. If your
program and the marketing efforts to promote it are
working well, you will have a constant influx of new
participants from which to find new volunteers.
When you have a staffing need in your program,
don’t be shy about asking for volunteer help. Many
people want to become more
involved and are just waiting to
be asked. When you do ask for
help, be specific about the tasks
that need to be done. A potential
volunteer wants to know that
their skills will be used and that
they can make a positive contribution to the group effort. The
more organized the program
director is about the tasks to be
done, the more likely that a person with the skills and interest
will step up. Potential volunteers

are often frustrated and discouraged when a call for
volunteers for a work day is met with confusion,
uncertainty and even apathy from the organizers on
the day of the event. Be direct about what you want
and you’re more likely to get it.
Motivating Volunteers

There are lots of reasons why people choose to volunteer. In youth programs, parents are the prime source
of volunteers and their motivations are typically to
support their own child. Retirees often look for volunteer opportunities to keep busy and share their
knowledge. Working people may find that there is
more satisfaction in the work of volunteering than in
their day jobs.
For archery, the ideal volunteer is one who is
motivated by a love of the sport. Archery can be
addictive and people who are hooked on “flinging
arrows” make terrific volunteers.
Each volunteer candidate brings their own set of
skills to the tasks at hand. Some may have a talent for
teaching. Some may like archery crafts and be good at
equipment maintenance. Others may have a flair for
graphics and public relations.
Volunteers with web design
and web site maintenance are
very valuable to an organization.
In the ever expanding “e-world,”
people with internet, social
media and web site construction
are very valuable. Keeping the
organizations’ public image fresh
and up to date is critical to success. Finding a team of qualified
web people can be a big asset.
People with professional
skills such as attorneys, accoun-

“Volunteers are repaid in
personal satisfaction with
a job well done and the
recognition of that
success by organizers,
colleagues, and the
public. It is important to
thank volunteers often for
their efforts.”
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activities, such as a range
tants,
and
financial
work parties, the volunmangers can be a big asset
teers have made the choice
for keeping an archery
to participate. Once at the
program running on an
site, the organizer can
ongoing basis. Clerical
assign specific tasks to
skills and journalism skills
individuals without feeling
can be helpful for keeping
that they have crossed the
the minutes of meetings
line into becoming a boss.
and publishing a newsletOrganizers can set
ter.
standards of knowledge or
What may not be
training when accepting
apparent in early contacts
volunteer help with skilled
with potential volunteers
tasks. For example, all
is the range of personal
motivations that are ful- A PRA volunteer instructor works with first time archers on the shoot- instructors and coaches in
an archery program should
filled by participating in an ing line.
have earned an appropriarchery program, Social
contacts and friendships within the group are a strong ate level instructor or coach certification by attending
motivator. So are senses of recognition and apprecia- and passing the requirements for their certification.
tion for efforts made. In an increasingly depersonal- As a guideline for an archery specialty program (as
ized work place, many people feel unfulfilled in their opposed to a summer camp style recreational archery
professional lives. Volunteer activities provide fertile program) all instructors should hold a minimum
ground for expressing one’s constructive/creative Level 2 certification. If a competitive program is
operated, at least the lead coaches should have a Level
impulse.
3 coach’s certification. Additional requirements for
first aid, CPR and other safety training courses may
Managing Volunteers
be required for program leaders.
(as Opposed to Managing Employees)
USA Archery requires a criminal background
Managing a volunteer staff is quite different from
running a commercial business. In a commercial busi- check for all instructors and coaches at or above Level
ness, you can recruit for the talent you want and, espe- 2. Starting in 2014 USA Archery will additionally
cially in today’s labor market, you can be very selective require that all instructors and coaches complete the
about potential job candidates. Once hired, employees free on-line course in “Safe Sport,” aimed at educatcan be directed to perform specific tasks with metrics ing staff on protecting athletes, the signs of athlete
for performance and consequences for a failure to abuse, and the appropriate responses for organizers.
Although tough to implement, writing down volmeet the required job standards.
unteer job descriptions
In a volunteer organiand tasks goes a long way
zation, your staff is made
to directing potential volup of people who are
unteers to their own areas
working because they want
of interest and expertise.
to and not because they are
Examples maybe lists of
being paid. Volunteers
weekly/monthly maintethrive on recognition and
nance activities, public
the freedom to use their
relations and outreach,
skills in productive ways.
class schedules and topics
For managers of volunto be taught, tournament
teers, you ask, rather than
tell people what to do.
tasks, responsibilities and
Volunteers need to feel
due dates. It is very helpful
that the choice is theirs
to a busy organizer to have
rather than being ordered. Volunteer club members organize the target animals for a fund raising a catalog of tasks at hand
For some kinds of 3-D shoot.
to show to a volunteer
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when an offer of help is made.
Running an all volunteer organization requires a
level of patience not usually found in the business
world. There may be a long list of skills needed or
tasks to be done for which here are no qualified or
motivated volunteers to actually do the work.
Organizers can ask the membership for specific needs
but if no one steps up the choice is to either leave the
task undone or to do it yourself. In other cases, the job
may be done but not in the way that an organizer
would do the task themselves. In almost all volunteer
organizations, it is a small handful of devoted volunteers who do most of the work, with the remainder of
the membership voicing support but not actually
doing anything. The 80-20 rule applies to volunteers
as much as it does in many other enterprises.
That being said, it is important for organizers to
continue to ask the membership for help when needed. It is also important to recognize that some potential volunteers may be shy about stepping up to help.
You should be very sensitive to any offers of help from
the membership by paying attention, asking questions
and offering tasks to be done. New members may be
intimidated by the confidence of established member/volunteers. Doing your best to be inviting to new-

member-help goes a long way to keeping a program
running smoothly.
With time, you will learn which volunteers can
always be relied on, who will help if directed, and who
are not able to take on tasks. For the organizer, having a plan B (and C and D) is essential to assure that
necessary tasks are completed. Some tasks are desirable whereas some are required. Concentrate on the
required tasks and fill in the desired tasks as possible.
While running a volunteer organization is different from running a commercial business, there are
certain qualities in an organizational leader that are
common to both enterprises. Organizers need to be
organized themselves. Nothing creates disorder more
effectively than the lack of clear direction. The same
can be said for failing to complete organizational
tasks that have been promised to the group. The organizations that are successful are the ones with a clear
mission, established practices, and continuing communications among the membership.
Keeping Records and Paperwork

Almost nobody likes to keep records but record keeping is essential for tracking the activities of the orgaContinued on the Next Page

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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“When you do ask for
help, be specific about
the tasks that need to be
done. A potential volunteer wants to know that
their skills will be used
and that they can make a
positive contribution to
the group effort.”

nization and for logging volunteer hours. If your organization
has a requirement for a minimum number of hours of volunteer work per year, it is important
the records are kept so that volunteers know their efforts are
recorded. Often the keeping of
volunteer hours is coupled with
the duties of the membership
chairperson. Have an on-site log
book for members to log their
work hours and have the records
transferred to electronic form on a regular basis. If you
need to you can send tickler letters to members who
are short on hours early in the last quarter of the year
to give the members time to fulfill their work hour’s
obligations.

mal recognition at an annual
banquet or meeting with certificates of appreciation are also a
welcome form of thank you. You
may want to award pins or certificates for volunteers serving a
threshold number of hours during the year. I would avoid naming a ”Volunteer of the Year” as
singling out individuals may create resentments among the
group.
Publishing photos and stories about the efforts of volunteers in the organization’s news letter, web site, Facebook page and/or local
news paper brings attention to your programs and
rewards volunteers for their efforts. Organizers can
decide if end of the year thank you gifts are appropriate.

Recognizing Volunteers

Volunteers are repaid in personal satisfaction with a
job well done and the recognition of that success by
organizers, colleagues, and the public. It is important
to thank volunteers often for their efforts.
Acknowledgement of a day’s work at the end of the
day will make volunteers feel appreciated. More for-

Dealing with
Problem Volunteers

Occasionally you may find a volunteer who may be
motivated to help but is lacking in skills. Pairing such
a person with one of your reliable volunteers can provide a basis for skills training and will reassure your

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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newbie volunteer that they are important enough to
be so treated.
Sometimes a person wants to join a group and
volunteer to satisfy a personal agenda that is not compatible with the organization’s goals. The leadership
needs to keep a weather eye on anyone who they feel
may be detrimental to the group’s activities. If the volunteer is unable or unwilling to agree with the group’s
mission, it’s time to ask them to leave.
Persons with problematic mental illnesses or
sociopaths need to be directed to appropriate health
and support systems and not be brought into the
group until they are emotionally stable. It’s always
hard to turn someone away but there are times when
a re-direction is necessary.
Dealing with
Volunteer Turnover

thank them for their time and work as well as provide
a means for people to keep in touch if they choose.
You never know when conditions may change and
they will come back again.
Organizers also need to constantly be on the
lookout for new volunteers to fill vacancies.
There is a social component to volunteering.
People working towards a common goal will bond
into groups that extend beyond the boundaries of the
organizational structure. These social bonds become
motivators in themselves and help to reward volunteers for their efforts. Such bonds spring up spontaneously and are not usually guided by the
organizations leadership or the group’s activities.
Successful organizers will recognize the benefits of
social bonding and create an environment where
social interaction may flourish. The group will be the
better for it.

Like all of us, volunteers live complicated lives. The
situations and motivations that make a person want to
volunteer for an organization may change over time.
Parents, whose primary motivation is to support their
child, will often leave a program when their child
leaves. People get new jobs, move out of town, retire
to a new location or simply burn out.
When a volunteer leaves the program, be sure to

Tired of Coming In “Out of the Money”?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Online Instructor
Training and
Certification
. . . Makes Life So Much Easier
by Claudia Stevenson
Last summer Archery Education Resources
debuted an online training and certification course for
camp archery instructors and recently has added a
course for instructors working in schools, park districts and youth organizations.
If you are involved in an archery program you
know how hard it is to get everybody certified. It’s
hard enough to schedule someone to teach a certification course, let alone getting everyone in the same
place at the same time for the training. And somebody always can’t make it that day or gets sick or. . . .
Dealing with staff turn-over
makes certification an even bigger headache. So online training
makes perfect sense, and AER’s
Camp Archery Training &
Certification Course met with
rave reviews from camp staff this
summer. Staffers loved being
able to take their training on
their laptops, iPads, or even
smartphones,
and
start/pause/resume as their
schedule allowed. This fall will
be the first time the course
designed for schools and afterschool programs will be available.
Of course, online training
works well for some skills and
not for others. The basic information about safety, equipment,
30

range layout, the shot sequence, and running an
archery class can be effectively learned and tested
online. The act of learning how to shoot, obviously,
needs to be accomplished away from your computer
or tablet. But within an existing program, overseen by
an experienced archer, online training works well in
getting staff up to speed quickly and inexpensively.
The courses run from $69 to $129 for a three-year
certification and include the benefits and resources
that come with an AER membership.
Different people prefer different formats for
learning, so the AER courses are
designed to give the trainee some
choice. You can read the textbook and take the exam, or use
the interactive online modules
with voice narration, graphics,
and immediate feedback and
quizzes. Once the certification
exam is passed, you can print out
your certificate. Flunk the test?
You are allowed to review and
take it again . . . up to three
times.
So how does online training
compare with onsite training as
far as retention? Again, different
people learn differently, so AER
provides both online and faceto-face seminar courses. But so
far the feedback has been positive. The online course demands
Archery Focus

a bit more of the student with its interactive quizzes
and allows you to revisit material repeatedly, which
can’t be replicated in a seminar format. Also, someone
who already knows archery can speed past the easy
sections, such as naming the parts of the bow, where
a newbie would need to spend more time. Being selfpaced seems to be one of the most popular features of
the online training.

Instructor, intended for camp archery instructors, and
Class Archery Instructor, which is intended for
schools, parks, and youth organizations. The main
difference between the two is that the camp course
assumes you will have a limited number of classes
with the archers, often even just one, but at most a full
week, and provides curricula for one to six classes,
plus information on running a one-time “fun-shoot”
experience. The Class Archery Instructor course
assumes your archers will be progressing at their own
pace in a continuing class experience from first arrow
to intermediate level.
Coming soon will be the course for coaches
working with intermediate to competitive archers and
Equipment Technician courses for recurve and compound equipment set up, tuning, and repair.
For more details visit AER’s website
www.ArcheryEducationResources.com.

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
So far the courses available are: Camp Archery
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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Covers Not To Scale

Books from
Schiffer Publishing
Book Reviews
I am embarrassed to admit it, but as one of the few archery
magazines which does book reviews people send us books
for review quite often, and sometimes things get “lost” on
my desk, rather I stick them in a special spot in a book case
until I get “around to it” and they get “lost” there. I
received yet another book from Schiffer Publishing the
other day which struck a chord. For one, Schiffer produces
the most beautiful archery books on the planet, and for
another, I thought I had another Schiffer book on my
“review when I get around it shelf.” So I went looking and
lo and behold, I found two more, then another one! (At
that point my face was roughly the color of beets, so I am
going to review all of these books, right here, right now,
and I don’t care how much space it takes.
My apologies to Schiffer Publishing and to all of you
interested in these books who have had to wait so long for
these reviews. You will find ordering information at the
end. Editor
Making Bows with Children
by Wulf Hein
This is a newly issued book and it harkens back to a
time in this country when fathers and sons attended
local bow building classes (early 1900’s). This book is
quite astonishingly well written in that I think a
bright 11-year old could read it and adults could read
it as well, so the book was clearly written for both the
elder and child in mind, which is really, really hard to
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do. And this isn’t just a “how to build a bow” book. It
starts with a short history of the use of bows and
arrows. Then it goes into the science of how the bow
and arrows work. Don’t be put off by this as this is all
good stuff and if you already know all of this, you can
skip over it, but your child probably won’t want to.
(Enquiring minds want to know!)
Next comes the tools you’ll need to construct
either of the two bows they cover—what they call a
“bent stick” bow and the historical Holmegaard bow,
both of these we would call “primitive bows” but your
child will probably label them “fun bows.”
Next the author goes into bow woods, but not the
normal dull listing of woods (“. . . and next, the
Larch.”) instead we are treated to short verbal
descriptions and pictures of the trees, bark, and flowers, so you can tell if your local woods have any of
these available. The details of curing, cutting, and
splitting staves are covered with words and color photos and illustrations that are easy to follow. And, wonderfully, the details have not been left out but larded
in when and where they are needed. This was nicely
done. Too often beginners are either shorted the
knowledge they actually need or are swamped by
avalanches of ill-considered text. Not here they aren’t.
Next comes stave selection, layout, and roughing
in of the bows. This is followed by tillering the bows
Continued on the Next Page
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using a tillering stick and one’s own eyeballs.
You’ll need a bowstring, right? That’s covered in
Chapter 6 with some excellent illustrations. Once you
have a string, you learn to brace the bow, do the final
tillering and finish the bow with sanding and waxing.
Of course, a bow needs arrows and for the “bent
stick” basic bow, dowels from the hardware store make
fairly good arrow shafts. Bird feathers are used to
make simple fletches (which are tied on). For the
Holmegaard bow, the shafts are to be found in nature.
(Hey, it’s a primitive bow!) They go on to show how
to drill the tip of the arrow to receive a nail (head, not
point, out) or a piece of bone to provide the front
weighting that gets the arrows to fly straight (the
inertia of the more massive point end and the drag of
the fletches provide stable arrow flight). More elaborate fletching is described for the Holmegaard arrows.
In Chapter 10, archery accessories (tab, quiver,
armguard) are described and plans supplied. This is
followed by the last chapter which is all about how to
shoot, beginning with an excellent treatment of
archery safety.
This book not only provides complete instructions for making two different bows for both the

youth and the adult, but it does so clearly and in a very
charming way. The basic bow is for the timid or complete newbies and the Holmegaard bow for those of
you more comfortable with the tools and processes.
Well done, Herr Hein, well done!
The Bow Builder’s Book: European Bow Building
from the Stone Age to Today
Edited by Angelika Hörnig (Various Authors)
This is another delightful combination of history and
“how to.” Since one has to begin somewhere, they
begin with a simple bow and the instruction: “One
takes a tree and an axe and cuts away all that does not
look like a bow.” This was not offered seriously but
think about what a primitive person would have to do
to make a successful bow and that is pretty much it.
The rest is trial and error.
All of the authors are European, some by birth,
others as transplants, so there is a distinct European
slant but it is clearly one that loves primitive and traditional bows. The history does not come in large
chunks, but is segmented in where it is most handy.
All of the aspects of making the bows described come
with complete lists, diagrams, layout instructions, and

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!
Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com
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construction instructions. The numbers of bows covered is quite vast, from a Mesolithic bow all the way
up to English style longbows and even laminated
longbows!
There is a nice section on primitive arrows, that is
with stone arrow heads, so not very primitive at all.
Complete instructions for making pitch sealed fletches and points are given. A whole chapter on arrow
shaft material harvesting and preparation is provided.
They also include multiple techniques for knapping
flint arrow heads!
A whole chapter on bow woods and their
strengths and weakness is included even while there
are mentions in other chapters.
About the only bows not covered are American
flat bows, Turkish/Persian bows, and Japanese Yumis,
but those are hardly European. They do cover Viking
bows, though, and I have not seem much on them
before.
This is a massive book, with a huge amount of
information which should be useful and awe inspiring
to all of you bowyers out there as well as those of you
interested in traditional bow making.
As an aside, the interior of the book is in black
and white except for three sections of absolutely gorgeous color plates. This helped keep the price of the
book down. For those of you who think this book is
pricey, think again. It is a treasure trove of information including illustrations, photos, tables, and references. The book has about three books worth of
material, so divide the book price into three and think
that you are buying three volumes, like The
Traditional Bowyer’s Bible (which sells for $25 a volume).
Bow Accessories
Edited by Volkmar Hübschmann (Various Authors)
Like the other books above, this is a large format hard
cover book. And also like the others the focus is on
traditional and primitive archery, but here it is on
making archery accessories. There are quite a few
Europeans who enjoy traditional archery re-enactments, so there is a lively market there for making
everything from shooting tassels to knives to historically accurate quivers. This book shows you why. This
volume has a full color interior but is not a dense as
the Bow Builder’s Book and here are step-by-step
instructions (with photos) for making a vast array of
accessories: a stone age arm guard (made out of bone),
shooting gloves and tabs made out of leather (a staArchery Focus

ple), even spine testers and feather burners.
The main sections are Equipment (gloves, tabs,
bracers, pouches), Quivers (half a dozen types),
Arrow Shafts (including quite an array of tools),
Feathering Arrows (from target to Flu-flu),
Bowstrings (including all of the necessary jogs, etc.),
Targets (including carved and decorated foam target
animals and moving targets).
Each project comes with clear, easy to follow
instructions (with photos).
Highly recommended for those of you archers
who enjoy making things with your hands.
Legends in Archery:
Adventurers with Bow and Arrow
by Peter O. Strecker
This is a flat out history book focused on the outstanding archers of our time, not competitive archers,
per se, but archers who expanded the sport, many of
whom became “larger than life.” Each is given a
roughly seven page chapter, so this book can be read
in short installments. And the archers are a “Who’s
Who” of archery: Maurice and Will Thompson, Ishi,
Horace Ford, William Compton, Art Young, Saxton
Pope (I was glad to see they got separate chapters as
it seems like so many treat them as if they were
Siamese twins.), Walt and Ken Wilhelm, Frank
Eicholtz, Ben Pearson, Sasha Siemel, Fred Bear,
Ande Vail, Howard Hill, Bill Negley, Bob Swinehart,
John Schulz, Byron Ferguson, and then a couple of
chapters on Austrian archers (the author is Austrian).
Like a good appetizer sets up an main course, the
author included a short list of books at the end of
each chapter you can read if you want to know more
and every chapter I read made me want to know
more, the sure sign of a good writer.
If you are interested in the “larger than life” personalities in archery, this is a must read book. Should
make a great gift for any archer or bowhunter, too.
Conclusion

There is a distinct Germanic flavor to all of these
books as most were originally developed by the publishers of Traditionell Bogenschiessen magazine (Verlag
Angelika Hörnig) and then translated into English. It
is a testament to their production values that none of
these feels “translated.” And the Germans are
absolutely head over heels for traditional and primitive archery, more so than even here in the U.S.
If you “hab Deutsch” and like traditional archery,
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The Bow Builder’s Book: European Bow Building
from the Stone Age to Today by Various Authors
ISBN 978-0-7643-4153-3
216 pp $34.99
Bow Accessories by Various Authors
ISBN 978-0-7643-3035-3
208 pp $34.99
Legends in Archery: Adventurers with Bow and
Arrow by Peter O. Strecker
ISBN 978-7643-3575-4
192 pp $29.99
check out their magazine. If you don’t read German,
the English in these books is impeccable and you will
find them delightful.

All of these are available from the publisher’s website
(www.schifferbooks.com) but ask your local bookstore to
order you copies. Local book stores are like local archery
shops—use ‘em or lose ‘em.

Ordering Information

Making Bows with Children by Wulf Hein
ISBN 978-0-7643-4442-8
208 pp $34.99

Schiffer Publishing
4880 Lower Valley Road, Route 372
Atgen, PA 19310
www.schifferbooks.com

Archery Focus . . .
Now can be read on your
iPad, Nook, and other
e-Readers.
(We do recommend you put it
down while shooting, though.)
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Two Books from WAF for All
of the New Young Archers
(and Their Parents)
Showing up in Your
Programs!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
Archery Focus
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